# At-Home Learning

**Oct 26th - Oct 30th**

**MONDAY**
- **12:00 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: Much Ado About Nothing with Helen Hunt (Literature)
- **12:30 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: The Merchant of Venice with F. Murray Abraham (Literature)
- **1:00 PM** Power Trip: The Story of Energy (Science)
- **1:30 PM** Artbound
- **2:00 PM** Hero Elementary: Scientific Inquiry, Life/Earth & Space/Physical Science, Engineering & Technology
- **2:30 PM** Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood: Social & Emotional Learning
- **3:00 PM** Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: Social & Emotional Learning
- **3:30 PM** Nature Cat (Science)
- **4:00 PM** Molly of Denali (Literacy)
- **4:30 PM** Wild Kratts (Science)
- **5:00 PM** Odd Squad (Math)
- **5:30 PM** Arthur: Social & Emotional Learning, Social Studies

**TUESDAY**
- **12:00 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: Measure for Measure with Romola Garai (Literature)
- **12:30 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: Julius Caesar with Brian Cox (Literature)
- **1:00 PM** Artbound
- **1:30 PM** Artbound
- **2:00 PM** Artbound
- **2:30 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: The Winter’s Tale with Simon Russell Beale (Literature)

**WEDNESDAY**
- **12:00 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: Measure for Measure with Romola Garai (Literature)
- **12:30 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: Julius Caesar with Brian Cox (Literature)
- **1:00 PM** Artbound
- **1:30 PM** Artbound
- **2:00 PM** Artbound
- **2:30 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: The Winter’s Tale with Simon Russell Beale (Literature)

**THURSDAY**
- **12:00 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: Measure for Measure with Romola Garai (Literature)
- **12:30 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: Julius Caesar with Brian Cox (Literature)
- **1:00 PM** Artbound
- **1:30 PM** Artbound
- **2:00 PM** Artbound
- **2:30 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: The Winter’s Tale with Simon Russell Beale (Literature)

**FRIDAY**
- **12:00 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: Measure for Measure with Romola Garai (Literature)
- **12:30 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: Julius Caesar with Brian Cox (Literature)
- **1:00 PM** Artbound
- **1:30 PM** Artbound
- **2:00 PM** Artbound
- **2:30 PM** Shakespear Uncovered: The Winter’s Tale with Simon Russell Beale (Literature)

**Comcast**: 32, 802 (DC); 19, 807 (Balt)
**Cox**: 32
**Fios**: 3, 532
**RCN**: 23, 611
**Dish Network**: 8081
**Direct TV**: 32, 32.1

**Literature**
- Much Ado About Nothing
  - with Brian Cox
- The Merchant of Venice
  - with F. Murray Abraham
- Measure for Measure
  - with Romola Garai
- Julius Caesar
  - with Brian Cox
- The Winter’s Tale
  - with Simon Russell Beale

**Social Studies**
- Molly of Denali
- The Merchant of Venice
- Measure for Measure
- Julius Caesar
- The Winter’s Tale

**Science**
- Power Trip: The Story of Energy
- Wild Kratts

**Literacy**
- Much Ado About Nothing
- The Merchant of Venice
- Measure for Measure
- Julius Caesar
- The Winter’s Tale

**Math**
- Odd Squad

**Social & Emotional Learning**
- Much Ado About Nothing
- The Merchant of Venice
- Measure for Measure
- Julius Caesar
- The Winter’s Tale

**Pre-K - 3rd**

**Grades 4-8**

**Grades 9-12**